Introduction
Eclipse is becoming increasingly popular within the Java developers' community, and with the availability of RCP (Rich Client Platform), Eclipse is also seen as a very attractive framework for building professional stand-alone applications. For creating visual interfaces and diagram displays, Eclipse provides the Graphical Modeling Framework (GMF) and the Graphical Editing Framework (GEF). Both frameworks provide only very simple support for automatic graph layout natively but lack professional quality layout capabilities. IBM ILOG JViews Graph Layout for Eclipse fills this gap. It brings a concrete solution to developers who need to produce professional diagram visualization and modeling on Eclipse. It contains a wide collection of layout algorithms and configuration services, but also interacts well with GEF and GMF. The loose coupling of the application architecture and the graph layout provides last-minute integration capabilities giving a chance to incorporate layout services very late in the development process. The layout services are available as different Eclipse plug-ins. The plug-in based on GEF delivers graph layout core capabilities via an adapted graph model that issues GEF requests and triggers GEF commands to position nodes and links during layout. This is the natural, nondestructive approach for GEF. This architecture ensures that layout is undoable and persistent. The ILOG JViews Graph Model for Eclipse hides the complexity and can easily be attached to any GEF Graph Editing Part. Similarly, the plug-in based on GMF utilizes all GEF services and additionally provides support for the modelling capabilities of EMF. An animation framework and various predefined graphic shapes (subgraph shapes, links with crossing jogs) complete the services offered by IBM ILOG Graph Layout for Eclipse. 
